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The Story of a Canadian Truth and 
Reconciliation Play for Children

‘When the school is on the reserve the child lives 
with its parents, who are savages; he is surrounded 
by savages, and though he may learn to read and 
write his habits, and training and mode of thought 
are Indian. He is simply a savage who can read and 
write. It has been strongly pressed on myself, as 
the head of the Department, that Indian children 
should be withdrawn as much as possible from 
the parental influence, and the only way to do that 
would be to put them in central training industrial 
schools where they will acquire the habits and 
modes of thought of white men.’1

Commission on Truth and Reconciliation Report,  
2014

Canada outlawed Aboriginal 
spiritual practices, jailed 
Aboriginal spiritual leaders 
and confiscated sacred objects.  
Canada separated children from 
their parents, sending them to 
residential schools. This was 
done not to educate them, but 
primarily to break their link 
to their culture and identity. 
In justifying the government’s 
residential school policy, 
Canada’s first prime minister, 
Sir John A. Macdonald, told the 
House of Commons in 1883: 

No Stepping Back
Dr. Warwick Dobson, Phil Duchene, Lauren Jerke,  
and	Fiona	Donnelly-Rheaume
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This Applied Theatre Canadian 
Truth and Reconciliation 
project began in 2013 with two 

University of Victoria drama people, 
Dr. Warwick Dobson and a graduate 
student, Rene Livernoche. With 
the help of a local doctor they had 
established a good relationship with 
the Namgis nation in Alert Bay, 
British Columbia, Canada. Their 
plan was to play a relevant work as 
promenade theatre with UVic and 
local students at the abandoned 
St. Michael’s Indian residential 
school on Namgis territory. The 
building, rightly described as 
‘haunting’, was however demolished 
in 2015 accompanied by a tearful 
Indigenous ceremony of survivors 
and their families. So the project as 
originally conceived seemed stalled. 
Now, I had been teaching Drama 
Education for one semester a year 
for over a decade at the College 
of the Rockies in Cranbrook, BC, 
next to the ridiculously spectacular 
Steeples Mountain range of the 
Eastern Canadian Rockies, about 
one hundred kilometres to the east 
of Calgary, Alberta. The hotel I was 
staying at was once St. Eugene’s 
Mission Residential School. It, 
too, had been one of one hundred 
and forty residential schools for 
Indigenous children but on its 
closure in 1976 had been converted, 
somewhat bizarrely given its history 
perhaps, into a successful luxury 
hotel and spa. As a happy aside, its 
saving grace, and with the nicest 
sense of restorative justice, is that 
it is now owned by the local St. 
Mary’s Ktunaxa Band, some of 
whose members actually attended 
the school. I mentioned the school 
in conversation with Warwick and 
his wife, Barb, as another possible 
location and they visited the hotel 
in May 2015. Devised work that 
was already going on in Applied 
Theatre courses at the University 
was continued.

I do need to pause for the 
backstory.  Over about one hundred 

years, one hundred and sixty 
thousand Indigenous children 2, 
some as young as six years old were 
forcibly taken from their homes on 
Reserves across Canada and sent to 
one hundred and forty four faith-
based, largely Catholic residential 
schools,3 as much as eight hundred 
kilometers4 away from their homes. 
About five thousand children 
died in those schools5; we do 
not know the exact number. Five 
hundred of those children were 
unidentified.6 Schools were even 
planned with their own cemeteries.7 

I am not making this up. Failure by 
parents to release their children to 
authorities resulted in prosecutions 
with fines and even jail time.8 
Physical and sexual abuse were 
notoriously commonplace.9 Medical 
experiments were carried out in 
them:10 for example, monitoring 
the effects of zero dental care.11 
Professional ethics were also 
patchy it seems; for example, 
free Novocaine was provided for 
dental treatment but the drug was 
withheld by Port Alberni dentists 
to be resold privately.12 The basics 
curriculum was often poorly taught 

13 and ran for just a half of the 
school day. 14 In the afternoons 
the children were used as cheap 
labour to work in the school and 
surrounding fields.15 Of course, 
this was the White central idea 
of aboriginal assimilation: that it 
would only take place at the very 
bottom end of Canadian society.16

The disaster still unfolding 
today is that children were denied, 
amongst so many other things, 
the example of what it meant to 
be loving parents.17 Generations of 
children lost their identities to fit 
neither into their Bands nor White 
society.18 It was Canada’s Aboriginal 
holocaust.19 The current skewed 
numbers for prison populations 
of Aboriginal citizens (26% of 
the total prison population from 
the 5% Aboriginal population 
base,)20 disease - TB, 21 for example, 

teenage suicides,22 the numbers of 
Aboriginal students in foster care,23 
and drug and alcohol addictions 
speak volumes for this fallout.24

In 2014 the Canadian 
Government published the report 
of the Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission. 25 The work had taken 
six years and gathered evidence 
from thousands of survivors from 
across Canada. The National Truth 
and Reconciliation Centre at the 
University of Manitoba in Winnipeg 
has some five million related 
documents on file. Ninety-four 
recommendations were summarised 
to begin the healing process. 26 The 
Government of British Columbia 
mandated that Grade Five students 
(aged ten and eleven) would begin 
to learn about what had happened 
to Aboriginal children.27 By way 
of support, the British Columbia 
Teachers’ Federation produced high 
quality text and picture resources 
for the schools to help students 
understand the issues. Now, given 
the nature of learning styles, 
perhaps a third of students need to 
physicalise an experience in order 
to learn, there was plainly a gap. 
Which brings us to our play, No 
Stepping Back.

Our initial problem when 
we began the project was this: if 
something as inexplicably horrible 
as these individual experiences 
could be explained; they could be 
explained away. I think Indigenous 
chiefs and elders we consulted 
naturally realized this but did not 
express it in this way but simply 
asked why we should be doing 
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this? Well, we cared as sharers 
in the human condition; we were 
Canadians; we were teachers 
and artists; the Government, 
acknowledging its part in the 
humanitarian disaster, even 
mandated it should fairly be so.

Warwick’s central idea was 
that fiction would give the project 
distance. He wrote: 

Among applied theatre 
practitioners, there is currently a 
movement towards basing the creation 
of theatrical performances on the 
reminiscences and real-life stories of 
victims and survivors of injustice, 
and away from using the protection 
offered by fictional representations. 
The Pied Piper of Hamelin is a 
legend, which originated in Germany, 
sometime during the Middle Ages. The 
piper was a rat-catcher, hired by the 
townsfolk to lure an infestation of rats 
away from Hamelin by means of his 
magic pipe. Having rid the town of its 
rats, he returns for payment, but the 
townsfolk refuse to pay for his service; 
and he retaliates by using his pipe to 
lure the children away from the town. 
The story of Hamelin in the Middle 
Ages provides a convenient, parallel 
and distanced vehicle for exploring 
important issues arising from the 
history of the residential school system.

I think we were all really taken 
with the story metaphor of the Pied 
Piper as identity thief – exactly 
the same crime perpetrated on 
generations of Aboriginal children. 
Problems for me with the work 
began when a Ktunaxa professor 
from Spokane pointed out that our 
story of the Pied Piper was White 

and colonial and of no relevance. 
Indigenous people did not need it 
as they had enough stories of their 
own. An Ojibway writer told me one 
of his ambitions was to write a story 
no white child could understand. 
So we cast around to find other 
stories that could better speak 
with an Indigenous and Canadian 
settler voice on the subject, directly 
or through a more authentic 
metaphor. In addition to the Robert 
Browning version of The Pied Piper 
(for its lyrical poetry) we chose the 
following titles:

• Residential School With the Words 
and Images of Survivors by Larry 
Loyie

• Secret Path by Gord Downie and 
Jeff Lemire

• Frog Girl by Paul Owen Lewis

• Wenjack by Joseph Boyden

And what we did was to weave 
these stories, this ‘scrambled ballad’ 
in Rita Joe’s phrase, in a way that 
would respectfully accept these facets 
of the history of Aboriginal children 
in Canada with understandable 
metaphors of loss and recovery to see 
if they can shed distance and light 
for younger students on the tragic 
residential schools’ experience. 

The play was workshopped 
initially with as wide a range of 
audiences as possible. There seemed 
so many potential pitfalls as non-
Indigenous people bringing this 
history to life. It was shared with 
elementary, middle school, high 
school, incarcerated male prisoners 
and Ktunaxa Aboriginal Band school 
students.

I was told a survivor story that 
so seemed to bring the cultural 
oppression of the students to 
poignant life. One of the most 
important ceremonies in Pacific 
North West Aboriginal life is 
potlatch. Potlatches see songs and 
dances performed, marriages and 
births announced, a chief’s right 

transferred and children given 
names. The conclusion of the 
ceremony is a sharing of goods, 
the more gifts given by the host, 
the higher his status. I suppose 
it’s the opposite of capitalism and 
was banned by the government on 
pain of prison.28 A grandmother 
had shared a story that when she 
was at residential school and living 
a segregated life, after lights out, 
the girls would gather in their 
dormitory for their own, banned 
‘potlatch.’ They would sit in a circle 
and give away treasures such as the 
remains of cookies, pencil stubs and 
ribbons to each other as cultural 
remembrances. The nuns who ran 
the school never knew about it. I 
loved the story, wrote it as a scene 
and shared it with Indigenous 
Education folks at UVic. ‘No’, I was 
told firmly, ‘this was ceremony and 
can’t be appropriated.’ There were 
two other examples of me trying in 
similar fashion until someone took 
pity on me and said, ‘Look, you 
could use Slahal, the bone game. 
That would be respectful.’ Slahal is 
a team guessing game that involves 
hiding deer vertebrae in fists.

Through one of my 
undergraduate student’s teacher 
mother we secured a connection 
with dynamic and supportive 
teachers in a local Victoria Middle 
School, Royal Oak.

We worked with their Drama 
Club of some twenty students from 
Grade six to eight for about nine 
hours rehearsal in total, one lunch 
time a week. The students have since 
performed the play twice so far, most 
recently to all their Middle School 
peers. It opened at the prestigious 
First People’s House at the University 
of Victoria as part of an Ideafest 2018 
symposium. Fellow director Fiona 
Donnelly-Rheaume kept copious 
notes through the semester, by way 
of sharing its effect on actors and 
audience alike. These are some of 
her notes from the children’s first 
performance.
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Tuesday	March	6-Day	after	First	People’s	
House	performance	at	UVic

I am sitting in a busy coffee shop and people all around 
me are chatting passionately about the BC wines 
embargo, answering questions on a survey; but I am 
thinking about the children yesterday. They are my 
heroes. 

My whole memory of the event was that of the 
children sitting there in talk-back while WSÁNEĆ 
Elder Vic Underwood thanked them all, with a look 
for each of the cast, for this work bringing the stories 
of Residential Schools out into the world, ‘so people 
know’. Vic said, 

‘You took me back fifty five years today. I 
was in Residential School and I saw things I 
remembered from my own past and I want to 
thank you from my heart for caring enough to 
want people to know what it was like, and you did 
that with your play.’ 

Dominique, a student teacher acting as prompter, 
was sitting next to him during the schoolroom scene 
when Vic just bent over and started weeping. Everyone 
around him started weeping too, which showed me that 
anything more horrific than the six lines of the children 
speaking their thoughts (through ‘thought tracking’) 
after the nun yelled at them, was enough and any more 
would just have been cruel. 

We did not have time to coach the children with 
their acting. Instead their responses were authentic and 
from their hearts. You saw on their faces how scared 
they were of the nun in the schoolroom scene, and once 
she passed by each student, you heard them speak. You 
believed them, because, as children, not adult actors 
pretending to be children, just for those moments they 
were the children of the residential schools. 

Seeing the children’s faces at the end of the 
performance as Vic thanked them, the big, beautiful 
First People’s House full of people was silent as this 
interaction was between the Elder and the children, 
and we, the ‘audience’, were the bystanders who got to 
witness this historic moment from which there was ‘no 
stepping back’.

This play was simply set, simply staged, simply 
choreographed, costumed and lit. But behind it we had 
the warm and open hearts of every child on that stage, 
performing a play for children by children to children, 
even if by children we mean one child, an Elder fifty 
five years waiting for others to see life in his childhood; 
journeying back there with him, giving him support, 
and showing by the tears of those around him that he 
was wronged. Residential Schools were wrong, and he 
has a right to weep. We all should weep. The children 
are the way. 
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We do not have space here to present the full play so we 
have included a short workshop preface and a scene to give 
a sense of the material and its background. The Territorial 
Acknowledgement below is now a required opening 
part of every University of Victoria event and course. 
The respectful tone gives a good idea of the increasing 
importance given to Indigenous knowledge within the BC 
Education curriculum.

We acknowledge with respect the LEKWUNGEN 
and SENĆOŦEN SALISH speaking peoples on whose 
traditional territory the University of Victoria stands, and 
the SONGHEES, ESQUIMALT and WSÁNEĆ peoples 
whose historical relationships with the land continue to 
this day. We offer a special welcome to those of you of 
Indigenous heritage.

The original University of Victoria THEA 394 project 
was workshopped with Grade 6/7 students over nine hours 
of classes at Royal Oak Middle School, Victoria, BC, with 
teachers Liane Buxcey and Angie Noel and with Steeples 
Elementary students in Cranbrook, BC. Further workshops 
developed in consultation with Dr. Carmen Maria 
Rodriguez de France and members of the Department of 
Indigenous Education at the University of Victoria, BC, have 
been used to explore the story across age ranges in many 
schools from Grade 5 to High School students to adult 
prison inmates, and, perhaps most tellingly, successfully 
to the Aqamnik school on Ktunaxa traditional territory 
in Cranbrook, BC. The play was premiered at the Chief 
Dan George Theatre at the University of Victoria in March 
2017. It was formally presented by Middle School children 
at the First People’s House at the University of Victoria to 
an audience of WSANEC and LEKWUNGEN Elders of 
Vancouver Island, Indigenous educators, UVic students and 
children from local schools in March 2018.
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Postscript
Our play was created in British 
Columbia and we wanted to include 
an informed sense of what drove No 
Stepping Back from another Provincial 
viewpoint. This is a beautifully 
concise commentary from Metis-
Cree colleague and co-writer,  
Lauren Jerke:

Ideology is so pervasive that it 
can appear as truth, rather than as 
a socially constructed perception 
supporting ruling class interest. 
Dominant ideology still produces 
aggressive daily discrimination 
and racism towards Indigenous 
people. I grew up on an acreage in 
Southern Alberta, near the largest 
First Nations reserve in Canada, 
the Blood 148, home to the Kainai 
Nation.  Racism was, and is still, 
rampant in Southern Alberta. The 
parody ‘radio show’ (recorded 
on cassette tape), Brocket 99 was 
produced in Lethbridge.  In this 
show, non-Indigenous men are 
doing “Indian accents” and making 
racist jokes. These “jokes” are based 
on common stereotypes of the local 
Indigenous people: that they are 
alcoholics, stupid, crude, unhealthy, 
and dependent on the government. 
Monchalin (2016) suggest similar 
stereotypes are common in Canada. 
Brocket 99 was never formally 
marketed, but it spread quickly 
throughout Canada. When I was 
in grade eight, my peers were 
downloading Brocket 99 as mp3’s off 
the Internet and sharing them during 
computer class. While we only 
briefly learned tokenistic information 
about Indigenous people’s culture 
in our formal education, like how 
they lived in teepees and wigwams, 
Brocket 99 simultaneously taught 
students stereotypes and prejudices. 
Throughout my Junior/High school 
experience, a small bus arrived 
everyday from the Blood Reserve 
and several Indigenous youth 
disembarked from it to attend our 
off-reserve school. I cannot imagine 
the multitude of racist comments 
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Workshop Script: Scene 3 from No Stepping Back
(A schoolroom.  An apparent freeze.  The children are mirroring the unnatural 
poses the photo needed before play. The picture is being taken for the benefit of 
the governors and purse holders.)
Photographer (avuncular):  Children?  You need to show the governors 
how nicely you can stand for the photograph. (He fusses with his equipment 
as Nun 1, who is a terror, physically sets up the students, none too gently, for 
the shoot. She views her arrangement then approaches several in turn. Each 
vocalise thought-track as she turns her back.)
Nun 1:  Sit up straight!
Child 1, thought-tracking:  I am sitting up straight.
Nun 1:  Will you sit still, stupid girl!
Child 2, thought-tracking:  I am not stupid.  
Nun 1:  I despair.  Do you even understand what I’m saying to you?
Child 3, thought-tracking:  I do not speak your language.
Nun 1:  What is wrong with you?
Child 4, thought-tracking:  I am homesick.
Nun 1:  Keep quiet.
Child 5, thought-tracking:  I did not say a word.
Nun 1 (holding the last child’s head and looking her in the eyes demanding 
acquiescence):  Who do you think you are?
Child 6, thought-tracking: (With pride) I am Lisa Four Feathers. (US the 
class re-animates.)
Nun 1:  Class!  Look beside our Blessed Saviour who died for our sins 
(points impatiently for the slower ones) there, over the piano! (Beat).  You can 
see the school motto.  Those words in the holy language we all live by.  
Say after me: vestigia nulla retrorsum.
(They do, parrot fashion one word at a time, clapped, sing-song faster and 
faster, like the hopscotch game, until…)
Nun 1:  (Fiercely) Stop!  Never.  Look.  Back.  Any of you.  (She is pointedly 
referring to their heritage.)
(to Nun 2) Don’t be too soft on them.  They are here to learn new ways.  
Our ways and the ways of the Lord.
Nun 2:  But they are children – some very young, and far away from 
home.  
Nun 3: What harm can a little kindness do?
Nun 1:  You are young, sisters!  A great deal of harm!  And you both 
would do well to remember our motto: vestigia nulla retrorsum!

Closing tableau vivant. 
Ensemble: I Lost My Talk by Rita Joe 

I lost my talk
The talk you took away.
When I was a little girl 
At Shubenacadie school.
You snatched it away:
I speak like you 
I think like you
I create like you

The scrambled ballad, about  
my world.
Two ways I talk 
Both ways I say, 
Your way is more powerful.
So gently I offer my hand and ask,
Let me find my talk 
So I can teach you about me
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Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission of Canada (2015) 
Canada’s Residential Schools: 
The Final Report of the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission of Canada. 
Vol. 81.  Montreal: McGill-Queen’s 
University Press.

Citations
1. Para 1. John A MacDonald. 

Quote from TRC report (Loyie 
16) 1b (Gave them numbers not 
names.)

2. 160,000 over 100 years with an 
estimated 144 schools (Loyie 3)

3. Taken from homes to largely 
Catholic /faith-based schools 
(Florence 46)

4. Sent 800 kms from homes 
(Loyie 14) So isolated some 
were transported on float 
planes (Loyie 39)

5. 5000 died. An estimate. 
(Florence 80) In 2006, Missing 
Children’s Project recorded 
4,100 with 500 unidentified.

6. Number unknown (Loyie 60)
7. Cemeteries (Florence 81)
8. Jail time if not release children 

(Florence 49, Loyie 33)
9. Physical/sexual abuse (Loyie 53) 

(Florence 72)
10. Medical experiments (Loyie 57)
11. Zero dental care effects (Loyie 

57)
12. Novocaine provided free not 

used with aboriginal children in 
Port Alberni (Florence 75)

13. Curriculum poorly taught 
(Loyie 14)

14. Ran for half a day (Florence 61, 
Loyie 45)

15. Afternoon cheap labour in half 
day system (Loyie 21) (Florence 
66)

16. Aboriginal assimilation 
(Florence 44) (Loyie 9)

17. Parental /love examples not 
shown (Loyie 56 (Florence 92)

18. Lost identities to fit in band/
White society (Loyie 66) So 
would marry others from school

19. Canada’s Aboriginal Holocaust 

(Cultural genocide, Merasty 60) 
(Florence 110)Cultural genocide

20. Prison Population (Florence 89)
21. TB (Loyie 54) (Florence 87 PTSD, 

homelessness.)
22. Suicide (Loyie 87) at schools
23. Foster care (Florence 90)
24. Drug and Alcohol addictions 

(Loyie 81) (Florence 87)
25. Para 5 TRC 2014 Report
26. TRC Calls to Action. 94 

recommendations – healing 
process (Florence 112) call to 
action

27. Govt of BC. Grade 5 students 
begin to learn what happened 
to Aboriginal students (‘Fatty 
Legs’/’100 Years of Loss’) 
(Florence 114) Call to Action in 
Education K - 12

28. Potlatch banned (Florence 46) 
(Loyie)

those students endured, and the 
fear and humiliation they must 
have experienced. I remember that 
Charles Old Shoes, a student from 
the Blood Reserve who attended 
our school, committed suicide when 
he was in grade 10. Sadly, at least 
six clips of Brocket 99 are currently 
available on Youtube, and generally, 
the comments support the show: ‘the 
show is not racist, because it shows 
the truth’ and ‘it’s as important to 
Canadian culture as [the famous 
Canadian singer] Rita McNeil’. 
These ongoing, popular negative 
assumptions and stereotypes, 
which are perpetuated through 
culture, education, and other 
aspects of the superstructure, keep 
Indigenous people on the margins as 
dependents: as ‘wards of the state’ as 
the Canadian Indian Act identifies 
them, and serve colonialists’ agenda 
for the unencumbered control of land 
and resources in Canada.
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Phil Duchene teaches 
with Dr. Warwick Dobson 
and Lauren Jerke at the 
University of Victoria and 

works closely with Applied Theatre 
student Fiona Donnelly-Rheume on 
in-school drama projects with younger 
children on Vancouver Island and 
through the College of the Rockies in 
Cranbrook, British Columbia.


